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NATIONAL SUMMARY 

Driving Prices Up 

– Supply shortages are well known and growers who have supply have a good market for higher 

returns. 

– Warmer conditions are reducing the amount of available green feed in some areas requiring 

farmers to seek fodder options. 

– A larger than usual volume of livestock is going into feedlots which are then looking for fodder 

supplies. 

– Recent heavy falls of rain in Northern and Central Queensland are bringing more livestock 

producers on to the market looking for supplies. 

Driving Prices Down 

– Green feed is still readily available in some areas of Victoria and Tasmania which is reducing the 

need for additional fodder supplies in those areas and releasing some supplies to be shipped to 

other states where shortages are being felt. 

– There is an abundance of feed grain options due to the bumper harvest combined with some 

adverse weather conditions leading to a downgrade of some grains. 

– Silage production has been quite good across parts of the country, which is helping to fill some 

fodder shortages. Additional windows of opportunity for hay production is also bring some extra 

supplies on to the market in some localities. 

Local News 

– Trade in hay has slowed down across most regions which is traditional at this time of year. 

– With the grain harvest mostly wound up, the pressure on roads and rail has eased, however 

local roads and infrastructure are in serious need of repair and maintenance and these repair 

works are expected to continue for some months, especially in areas hit by flooding events in 

2022. 

– The Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) states that La Niña continues in the tropical Pacific, but 

oceanic indicators have weakened since their peak during spring 2022. While ocean 

temperatures have eased from La Niña thresholds, the atmosphere has yet to respond, and 

remains La Niña-like. La Niña typically increases the chance of above-average rainfall for 

northern and eastern Australia during summer. 

– Buyers are encouraged to feed test and view fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of 

feed. 
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Regional Commentary 

Atherton Tablelands 

– Rain continues to fall across the region on most days with high rainfall totals on the weekend but 

a few clearer days later in the week. 

– Sown crops are benefiting from the rains, however there is some concern in relation to washed 

out seed or inputs. 

– Conditions have been too varied for growers to be able to bale any pasture grass for hay. There 

have not been enough consecutive days to allow for drying. There is concern around the quality 

of any hay that will be cut due to the conditions. 

– Pastures are green in the region providing plenty of green feed for livestock herds, there is some 

movement of cattle from more rain affected areas into the region for agistment on good 

pastures.  

– Input costs have steadied with fuel coming back to around $2.15 per litre and fertiliser whilst still 

high has steadied at around $1,400 per tonne. Blended fertilisers are still costing around $1,600 

to $1,800 per tonne. Liquid fertiliser shuttles remain around $5,500 to $6,200 per shuttle which 

while cost effective is a substantial initial outlay.  

– No change to pricing this week and enquiries remain fairly low with the good rains keeping 

pastures green; however the abundance of rain is fuelling demand from those areas in Central 

and Northern QLD most affected with feedlots and beef cattle looking for supplemental options 

for protein and fibre.  

– Pasture (Rhodes Grass) hay: +/-0 ($300 to $400/t). Prices remain steady. 

Please note: Hay in the Atherton Tablelands is traditionally priced at $/bale, so it is important to 

check bale weights for conversion. The price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the 

price range generally indicative of quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of 

fodder before purchase to be sure of the quality of feed. 

Darling Downs 

– Little to no rain across the region this week with the average falls being 5mm of rain; most areas 

received no rain at all. 

– Early sorghum crops are being harvested with good yields reported however the later sown 

crops are still showing signs of stress, soil degradation and compactions due to floods as well as 

limited follow up rains is seeing the harvest potential dropping. 

– Given the relatively restricted fodder harvest many growers are prepping and sowing more than 

a usual number of paddocks for autumn pasture growth to supplement to on-farm fodder 

supplies. These supplies will not go on to the market as they are planned for private or limited 

local use. 

– Preparation for the next season continues with paddock restoration, application of nutrients and 

fertiliser and weed spraying. 

– Maize plantings in the region are looking well even with limited rainfall and are on track for 

cutting as silage. 

– Enquiries remain fairly steady with the usual requests for any good quality fodder options 

available. Straw is still heading into Central QLD. Some local movement of hay has been seen. 
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– No change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($340 to $400/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($490 to $565/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($140 to $200/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($340 to $385/t) Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

North Coast NSW 

– Little to no rain across the region this week,  the highest totals inland on the QLD border with 

falls of up to 15mm of rain, but most areas received less than 5mm of rain for the week. 

– Summer planted dryland crops are showing signs of heat and water stress with good rains 

needed to keep the growth moving along.  

– Pastures in the region are continuing to dry out; recent patchy rain has helped a little however 

most green pastures are running under irrigation. 

– The warm dry weather has been good for hay curing in the region, though the lack of rain is 

reducing regrowth for cuts. 

– Fall Army Worm grubs are continuing to be reported in the region with spraying being 

undertaken. Sorghum crops in the region are also seeing a sharp increase in incidents of 

Rutherglen bugs. 

– Demand remains fairly steady with livestock producers in QLD looking for additional supplies 

after the recent heavy rains. Local demand is reasonable, and there may be higher pressure if 

pastures continue to dry without good rains, however there is still reportedly a good supply of 

silage still being held on farm. 

– Some change to prices this week 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($395 to $435/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +10 ($520 to $620/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +5 ($175 to $250/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($335 to $385/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Central West NSW 

– Little to no rain across the region this week, with maximum falls of less than 5mm of rain in the 

east of the region and no rain falling across the rest. 
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– Paddock renovation is being undertaken after harvest in a fair amount of the region, compaction 

caused by flooding events has to be managed before the next crop will be sown, as well as 

nutrient replacement for flood damaged regions. 

– Some limited hay production is still ongoing as well as straw being produced after harvest. There 

is some lucerne still being cut in the region but that is of limited quantity. 

– Dry conditions in the region are seeing most paddocks under irrigation in order to continue 

pasture growth. 

– Enquiries are steady this week. Some hay still being cut in the region and put on the market, 

there is also some pasture feed still available for herds. Most fodder supplies are coming from 

the Riverina or Victoria. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +15 ($305 to $330/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($475 to $525/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($160 to $185/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($295 to $320/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Bega Valley 

– Low rainfall across the region this week with most areas receiving less than 5mm of rain, some 

patchy falls of up to 15mm of rain along the coast in the north. 

– Pastures in the region continue to be green and provide good green feed, though recent drier 

days is of some concern, many pastures under irrigation are doing well with the warm conditions 

boosting growth. 

– Sowing of oats and ryegrasses has continued in the north of the region with the recent light rains 

helping to bed in the crops. 

– Some hay is still being produced in the region where conditions for regrowth were favourable; 

however curing windows are infrequent close to the coast.  

– Corn crops in the north of the region are looking good and should be ready for chopping at the 

end of February.  

– Enquiries remain fairly low, with little local demand. Part of this is the amount of silage that was 

produced earlier in the season giving mixed farmers a good supply, as well as continuing green 

feed availability. Some hay is still coming into the region from Victoria. 

– No change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($335 to $370/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($510 to $550/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($225 to $275/t). Prices remain steady this week. 
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– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($350 to $410/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Goulburn/Murray Valley 

– Light falls of 5mm of rain across the region this week with most days clear and sunny. 

– Graziers in the area continue to be supported by summer grasses and reasonable levels of on 

farm hay stores.  

– Lucerne cutting and bailing continues in the region with conditions continuing to be favourable 

and a good quality crop being produced. Growers indicate there should be at least one more cut 

before the crop is locked up. 

– There have been reports of bands of locusts seen in the west of the region. Growers should 

report any sightings to Agriculture Victoria. https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/biosecurity/pest-insects-

and-mites/priority-pest-insects-and-mites/plague-locusts   

– Grain harvest is mostly completed in the region with some limited stands of canola and barley 

still to be harvested. A fair portion of the grains are being stored on farm for later sale or 

domestic use, especially the downgraded quality grains. 

– Enquiries are mostly steady with a fair amount of the hay being harvested already sold to meet 

contracts or long standing customers, even with the better than expected harvest the quantity is 

still below average. Interstate demands continue with hay being sent across the border to meet 

that demand.  

– Some change to pricing this week 

– Cereal hay: +10 ($290 to $375/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($440 to $505/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($140 to $195/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($310 to $350/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed.  

Gippsland 

– Moderate rainfall across the region this week with a band of rain across the west of the region 

reaching up to 35mm of rain, most of the region received 10-15mm of rain on average. 

– Even with lower than usual rainfall clover and mixed grass pastures around Mirboo are still 

looking green and supplying good quality feed to dairy herds in the region. While the growth is 

low, the quality is high. 

– Hay production continues in the centre of the region with some good stands of Lucerne being 

taken off, and regrowth expected to allow at least one more cut in the area. Patchy rainfall has 

delayed some curing. 

https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/biosecurity/pest-insects-and-mites/priority-pest-insects-and-mites/plague-locusts
https://agriculture.vic.gov.au/biosecurity/pest-insects-and-mites/priority-pest-insects-and-mites/plague-locusts
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– While silage and hay continues to be made in the west of the region with the season that was 

delayed by the ongoing wet conditions now moving into good production, sporadic rainfall is 

slowing down the hay production and more of the cuts are being made into silage than was 

planned. 

– Enquiries continue to be fairly quiet as the overall good conditions continue to keep demand 

down, the additional production of hay and silage in the west of the region is also providing some 

additional supply. Most enquiries are from interstate with a number of deliveries heading into 

NSW. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($320 to $360/t). Prices remain steady this week.. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($500 to $520/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +3 ($135 to $195/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +10 ($280 to $320/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southwest Victoria 

– Moderate rainfall across the region this week, with higher rainfall totals along the coastal region, 

up to 40mm of rain falling in those areas. 

– Grain harvest has wound up in the region with very little left standing to clear up. Cereal straw is 

being made by some growers. 

– Irrigated grazing pastures are looking green with plenty of quality feed for livestock and dairy 

herds in the area. Dry pastures are still supplying some good grazing opportunities though there 

is quite a bit of variation in quality. Recent rainfall should see a bit of a boost to these pastures. 

– Field preparation and restoration in preparation for the next season’s crops is ongoing in the 

region in preparation for planting. 

– Some of the quick sown summer forage crops in the region are now coming off and moving into 

the mix. 

– Hay and silage production continues in the region thought the recent rainfall has delayed most 

activities due to concerns regarding moisture content in already cut crops. Regrowth is looking 

promising. 

– Enquiries remain fairly static, with some extra demand for straw. Many farmers who are still 

looking to build up stocks are seeking good quality hay, but some dairy herds in the region that 

produced silage and also bought in supplies early should be covered well until the autumn 

break.  

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +10 ($315 to $350/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($445 to $495/t). Prices remain steady this week. 
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– Straw: +5 ($130 to $175/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Pasture hay: +15 ($260 to $280/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southeast South Australia 

– Another week of low rainfall totals across the region this week with the highest falls along the 

coastal region, mostly clear and dry.  

– Hay and straw production continues in the region, the clearer skies have allowed for some 

additional bailing to take place, though the sporadic rain across the coastal parts of the region 

are causing delays, and some crops slated for hay have been made into silage. Quite a bit of 

cereal hay was made after grain harvest and is moving into the market. 

– Recent rains have boosted some of the non-irrigated pastures in the region providing a bit of 

green pick to herds. 

– Mice continue to be seen in the fields where preparation work is underway for the next season’s 

plantings. Growers are advised to bait as soon as possible to keep numbers under control. 

– Early calving season has kicked off in the region so livestock producers are looking for some 

good quality leafy grass hay.  

– Enquiries remain steady this week, with a bit more interest in straw coming from specialty 

farming enterprises as well as some poultry farmers. Some increase demand for mid quality 

protein hay.  

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($340 to $385/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Lucerne hay: +5 ($430 to $480/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($145 to $195/t). Prices remain steady this week 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($325 to $355/t). Prices remain steady this week 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Central South Australia 

– Little to no rain across the region this week with falls averaging 10mm of rain and some regions 

receiving less than 1mm of rain. Most days clear and dry and temperatures are around average 

for this time of year. 

– Dry summer conditions have been good for the production of straw in the region and quite a bit 

of it is being made. There is a fair amount of interest in the straw from chicken farmers, as well 

as some demand for stock bedding. 
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– Lentil harvest in the region has been very good with reports of excellent yields and quality. Quite 

a bit is being stored on farm thought the export market has taken some good quality stores. 

There have been less downgraded crops than expected. 

– Increasing incidents of mice in the region on fields being prepped for the next sowing season. 

Growers are advised to bait early. 

– Hay and straw production continues in the region, though sporadic rainfall is still causing some 

delays, some hay production crops on irrigation are being bailed as silage. 

– There are continuing issues with the replacement and repair of farm machinery with some 

growers reporting 3-6 month waits for some parts to arrive in Australia and no local replacement 

options. This is of concern leading up to the next sowing season, as well as preparatory work 

currently being undertaken. 

– Enquiries have remained steady this week, though there has been an increase in interest in 

straw, much of which is currently being made in the region so is being supplied locally. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +5 ($330 to $385/t). Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($445 to $490/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw +3 ($150 to $200/t). Prices increase this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Southwest Western Australia  

– Another very dry week in the region with only isolated falls around the far south west coast of 

less than 5mm of rain. All other areas had no rainfall. 

– Dry conditions continue in the region with many paddocks browning out. Irrigation is being 

employed to keep some green feed going; most livestock producers are running silage and hay 

to herds. 

– Reports of mice in the fields and around sheds and machinery in the northern part of the region. 

Growers are advised to apply bait early to control numbers. 

– Quite a lot of straw is being produced in the region now that the grain harvest is completed as 

well as some cereal hay. 

– Enquiries remain steady as many end users have assessed future needs and have sufficient for 

short to medium term requirements. There are lot of fodder options available to farmers in the 

region with an average hay season this year as well as an excess of feed quality grains. 

– Some change to prices this week. 

– Cereal hay: +/-0 ($275 to $310/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +/-0 ($400 to $470/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

– Straw: +10 ($115 to $135/t). Prices increase this week. 
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– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($200 to $230/t). Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed. 

Northwest Tasmania 

– Light to moderate falls across the region this week with the western coastal areas receiving the 

most rain, with averages of 25-30mm of rain. Most other areas had 15mm of rain. Temperatures 

are below average for this time of year. 

– Hay and straw production as well as seed harvesting is ongoing in the region when conditions 

are favourable, however intermittent rain showers are causing delays in curing and some hay 

paddocks are being turned to silage. 

– Good green feed is available across most of the region with the rains boosting growth, though 

cold temperatures are mitigating some of that growth. 

– Mixed pastures of cocksfoot, clover, plaintain and ryegrasses around Henrietta are showing 

excellent density and growth. 

– Grain harvest is ongoing on the region with most reports of good yield and quality coming in, not 

a great deal of the harvest looks to be at feed grain level due to earlier weather events. Spring 

sown barley crops are reporting excellent quality. 

– Enquiries are mostly flat with dedicated growers bringing in hay and silage as well as seed 

harvests. Green feed in the region is supplying herds with good quality forage and the south of 

the state has good stores available, all of which is keep demand stable. 

– Some change to pricing this week. 

– Cereal hay: +8 ($265 to $290/t) Prices increase this week. 

– Lucerne hay: +5 ($330 to $390/t) Prices increase this week. 

– Straw: +/-0 ($150 to $205/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

– Pasture hay: +/-0 ($225 to $250/t) Prices remain steady this week. 

Please note: Unless stated otherwise, prices are per tonne, sourced and delivered locally. The 

price range indicated is for feeds of varying quality with the price range generally indicative of 

quality of feed. We recommend feed testing and viewing of fodder before purchase to be sure of 

the quality of feed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Australian Fodder Industry Association (AFIA) is the 

independent, national peak body for Australia’s fodder industry. 

Since our establishment in 1996 our network of members, 

sponsors, supporters and engaged participants has worked for 

over 25 years to help the fodder industry grow 

For more information contact AFIA:  

info@afia.org.au    www.afia.org.au 

PO Box 527 Ascot Vale VIC 3032 

   

This report (including any enclosures and attachments) has been prepared by AFIA  and solely for the purpose for which it is 

provided. Unless we provide express prior written consent, no part of this report should be reproduced, distributed or communicated to 

any third party. We do not accept any liability if this report is used for an alternative purpose from which it is intended, nor to any third 

party in respect of this report. 
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